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Economical optimization of soil investigation 

Une optimalisation economique de la reconnaissance des sols
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ABSTRACT: Guidelines, codes or standards often provide indicative values for soil parameters, which may be used to perform 
geotechnical calculations. Sometimes it is questioned whether an additional local soil investigation is then still meaningful. An 
additional investigation has only a positive contribution, if the results will lead to more favourable assumptions for the soil parameters 
which are used in the calculations. However, the expected reduction in costs of the project should adequately offset the extra costs of 
a more expensive soil investigation. In this article a model is discussed for optimization of the extent of a local soil investigation with 
regard to an economical and probabilistical standpoint.

RESUME: Les reglements, les normes et les directives fournissent souvent des valeurs indicatives des parametres du sol, avec lesquelles 
des calculs geotechniques peuvent etre effectues. On peut ainsi se poser la question, si une reconnaissance du sol supplem ental sur 
les lieux serait alors necessaire. Les essais en place ne peuvent se justifier que s’ils contribuent a une amelioration des criteres de depart 

permettant une approche favorable pour la determination des proprietes mecaniques du sol qui gouvernent le comportement des 
ouvrages. La reduction du cout des projets grace a une meilleure connaissance du sol doit etre competitive avec les depenses necessaires 
pour effectuer cette reconnaissance. Cet article traite et analyse un model permettant l’optimalisation de l’etendue de la reconnaissance 
locale des sols du point de vue economique et probabilistique.

1 INTRODUCTION AND STABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Generally the design of an embankment or fill near a road, 
railway or dike has to fulfil safety requirements for the 
geotechnical stability. After the determination of the dominant 
soil profile, distribution of pore water pressures, soil strength 
parameters, etc., the stability factors can be calculated and 
compared with the requirements. If the requirements are not 
met, the design has to be adapted.

In The Netherlands the standards specify that for strength 

parameters characteristic lower limit values of the average 
strength have to be applied. These lower limit values can be 
selected from tables given in the standards or from regional 
information or data sets based on existing triaxial tests data 

carried out in the past on samples from the relevant geological 
area. The parameter values obtained in this way do have a 
conservative character. Consequently, a design based on these 
values might be needlessly expensive.
An additional local soil investigation at the location of the 

project might yield more favourable parameter values. The 
volume of the local soil investigation is always a discussion 
point in geotechnical engineering practice. Actually it has to be 
a balance between the investment in soil investigation and the 
reduction in construction cost, as result of more favourable 
design parameters. More soil investigation will reduce the 
margin of the statistical uncertainty. The probable reduction of 
this margin versus the volume of the soil investigation could be 
predicted based on the data from the regional data set.
This philosophy has been worked out by Grontmij Consulting 

Engineers, Delft Geotechnics and the Dutch Department of 

Public Works in a calculation model to support decision taking. 
Up to now the model is limited for situations in which the 
stability mechanism is dominant. In this paper a description of 
the model is given and the practical value of the model is 

discussed, illustrated with a case history.

2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The support decision taking model determines the probability 
in reduction of the project costs, as function of the increase in 
volume of the local soil investigation. This will yield to an

optimum in cost. The calculation process in the model can be 
divided in three main steps:

In the first step it is tested whether the designed earthen 
structure satisfies the stability requirements laid down in 
guidelines or standards by using available conservative shear 
strength parameters (from tables or from a collection of results 
of tests performed on typical soils from the relevant area). If the 
stability requirements are not met, it is investigated by how 
much the shear strength has to increase to fulfil the 
requirements. The calculations are repeated for little changes in 
the design: e.g. the length of the stability berm.

In the second step the chance is determined that from a series 
of tests on samples from a local soil investigation, sufficiently 

high characteristic values for the shear strength can be obtained. 
This chance depends on the number of tests and on the 
difference between available characteristic values from tables of 
standards or a collection of regional test results and the 

required characteristic values.
In the third and last step the expected profit is calculated. If 

the difference between available and required values becomes 
smaller, the chance of obtaining good results from a local 
investigation becomes larger. Furthermore, if the volume of a 
local investigation increases, statistical uncertainties decrease 
and the chance of a successful outcome but also the cost of the 
investigation increases. In this calculation step the optimum 
amount of local tests is determined whereby the expected profit 
will be a maximum. The expected profit is defined as the chance 
of a successful outcome of a local investigation, multiplied by 
the cost reduction of the project and reduced with the cost of 

additional soil investigation.

3 STATISTICS OF PARAMETER DETERMINATION

The analysis of stability of geotechnical structures requires 
assessment of representative strength parameters. Recent 
guidelines, codes or standards recommend a statistical 
definition of a representative value, in terms of 5 percent lower 
fractile representatives, based on a series of laboratory test 
results. Such representative values are often called characteristic 

values or characteristic estimates.
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The type of statistical formula to obtain characteristic estimates 

from a series of test results depends on:
1) The type of spatial variability which is reflected by the 

scatter of the test results. Do the test results reveal some average 
spatial trend (for example with depth within the soil layer) or 
have they apparently been drawn from a statistically 

homogeneous population.
2) The scale of the area from which the test results are 

acquired, local scale or large regional scale. In the latter case we 
must realize that total scatter in the test results reflects the sum 
of local spatial variability and regional fluctuations. The 
characteristic value should reflect some representative ’local 
average’, in which the regional fluctuations of local averages are 

taken into account.

3.1 Type o f  sta tistics to be used we call this regional fluctuation. The latter forms essentially the 
difference between the regional fluctuation model and a local 
fluctuation model.

3.3 Characteristic values based on local and regional data sets

The random field model reflected in figure 1 can statistically be 
formalized as a stationary random function (Calle 1996).
The random field model for spatial fluctuations suggest that if 

we pursue to determine characteristic estimates from regional 
data sets (rds), we must take spatial fluctuations of the local 
average property into account.

Based on the random field model for spatial variability we can 

evaluate a characteristic 5 percent lower bound estimate T chilr rds 

for a local mean value of the shear strength from a regional data 
set (rds):

3.2 Random fie ld  model fo r  spatial variability

For large, regional scale projects, soil investigation will be 
carried out at a variety of locations. The idea of assembling 
regional test data sets arose during the execution of soil 
investigation programs for riverdike improvement in The 
Netherlands. It was considered that lots of local test data were 
obtained on shear strength parameters of basically the same 

geological subsoil units. When test data of different localities 
could be put together, this would substantially enlarge the 
sample sizes. Thus statistically uncertainties involved in the 
estimation of characteristic values would reduce and realistic 
data for locations which had not been investigated would be 

obtained.
Statistical inference from such regional data sets (rds) requires 

however a statistical model of spatial fluctuations, which is 
different from the model which is the basis for inference from 
local data sets (loc). The pattern of spatial variability of soil 
properties at a regional scale may be different from the pattern 

at a local scale.

T =  X — t ' S '
char,rds avg/ds nr<b~* x,rds

Where T avg rds is the regional average sample shear strength, t is 
the Student factor, nrds is the number of regional data, sT rds is 
the regional standard deviation of the sample shear strength 
and T is the factor reresenting the regional fluctuation.

And finally, because no regional fluctuation are involved, we 
can also evaluate a characteristic 5 percent lower bound 
estimate T chQrilds for a local mean value of the shear strength 
from a local data set (Ids):

Where TavtJo<. is the local average sample shear strength, t is the 
Student factor, nloc is the number of local data and sT l0C is the 
local standard deviation of the sample shear strength.

The two formulas are the basis of the economical optimization 
model.

- L  * r2 (i)

Figure 1 Conceivable pattern o f  spatialfluctuations ( Calle 

1996)

Figure 1 gives an impression of the assumed random field 
model for spatial variability at a regional scale. It reflects the 
pattern of fluctuation of a shearing strength parameter. A point 
at the horizontal z-axis reflects a position of a test location; z 
denotes the regional coordinate, for example a location along 
the riverdike which surrounds a large polder. The vertical y-axis 
reflects depth within some soil layer. We assume that at the 
location, z, the soil property c(z,y) may fluctuate around some 

local mean value. In turn this local mean value may fluctuate 
from one location to another around some regional mean value,

3.4 International characteristic values

Stability analysis of geotechnical structures requires assessment 
of charactersitic shear strength values. In The Netherlands this 
characteristic value is defined as the statistical 5 percent lower 
bound value of the average shear strength. In international 
standards this definition is not generally applied. In most 
countries the characteristic value is defined as a statistical for 

instance 15 percent lower bound value of the total (and not the 
average) shear strength. This yields for formulas 1 and two that 
the root terms will vanish in case of use of total shear strength. 
For the method discussed in this paper this yields that only the 
Student factor and the standard deviation depend on the 
number of test data. This means that the maximum number of 

tests to be performed will mainly depend on the Student factor 
and is practically limited to 10 to 20 tests. So in case of 
application of the method in other countries this aspect needs 

more investigation.

4 OPTIMIZATION OF LOCAL INVESTIGATION

In this section a methodology of analysis will be discussed 
which enables us to determine if additional soil investigation at 
a building site will be effective to optimize design of the soil 
structure. In general such methodology requires the following 

elements:
1) A method to quantitatively predict improvements of soil 

parameter estimates, related to the quality and amount of soil 
investigations. Since the outcome of soil investigation is 
uncertain on beforehand the prediction can only be made in
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terms of probability of improvement due to additional soil 
investigation.

2) A method to quantify the effect of improved soil parameter 
assessments e.g. in terms of reduction of required dimensions of 
the soil structure. Since improvement of soil parameters can 
only be stated in terms of probability, the effect can also be 
stated only in terms of probability that structure dimensions 
may be reduced.

3) A cost model to quantify the expected economical gain of 
reduced structure dimensions and to compare this with the cost 
of additional soil investigation.

4.1 Problem analysis

In order to illustrate the methodology, we apply it to the 
analysis of stability of inward slopes of riverdikes in the design 
of dike improvements in Holland. The extreme soft soil 
conditions often necessitate the use of wide stability berms to 
fulfil the-high standard- safety requirements regarding stability. 
Width of the stability berm is a significant cost parameter in the 
design. Wide berms require expropriation of cultivated and 
built up land, which is very costly.

In our application we therefore choose the required width of 
the stability berm as the key parameter to characterise the 
design. Potential gain, in terms of reduction of berm width, as 
a result of better estimates of soil strength parameters based on 
more extensive soil investigation, can directly be translated into 
economical profit.
Usually a first design of the berm results from estimates of soil 
strength parameters based on already available lab test data on 
samples in the (near and distant) neighbourhood of the location 
under consideration, i.e. test data in the regional data set (rds) 
of lab tests. Characteristic estimates of shear strengths based on 
the regional data set, denoted as T charrds, can be evaluated 

according to formula (1). Using these characteristic estimates 
we find a required width of the stability berm Bu=Br„ Ids, such 
that the safety criterion, i.e. a required Bishop safety factor, is 
met:

Suppose that the building cost, including the cost of 
expropriation etc., is a known function of the berm width and 

expressed as Cb(B) and that the local soil investigation permits 
a safe design with berm width Bj. Then the gain of our 
operation is:

G = CB(Brtq J  - C /m ) - Cb(B) (4)

where CT(m) reflects the cost of local soil investigation, which 
depends on the amount of tests m.

Since, however, we can only speculate on the result of local soil 
investigation in terms of probabilities that berm widths B, 
(i=0...j) will be permitted, the gain function must be expressed 
in terms of expected gain:

^  -  C / B ^ J  - C/ m ) - £  pml C„(B,)
, - i ( 5 )

f ’m.O - Pmj.{ CB(Brt</td)

In this equation P„, 0 is the probability that the soil investigation 
yields a characteristic strength which allows a minimal berm 
width B0 and Pmj the probability that no improvement of the 
characteristic strength is found. We may define the building cost 
as additional cost of the berm with reference to the minimal 
width B0, Cb(B0) equals zero.

The optimal local soil investigation, in terms of number of 
tests m, can be found by maximizing the expected gain, under 
variation of m, or equivalently by minimizing the following 
expected cost function:

min ( CT (m) + £  Pmj CB (B) * CB (5) |

4.2 Probabilistic Cost M odel

B J  -  F„q (3)

Where F is the Bishop safety factor and Freq the safety factor 
criterion.
Now it is assumed that for any width B of the stability berm, 

with B0 < B < Bu=Breq rds, a corresponding required characteristic 
shear strength T req > T charrds can be calculated, such that the 
safety factor criterion is satisfied. So we consider a series of 
widths, B0 < B, < B2 < ... < B, = Bu, and we calculate the 
corresponding required characteristic shear strengths T req 0 >
*T >  >  T  — T1 req.l ••• 1 reqj 1 char.rds*

Whether or not the actual characteristic shear strength at the 

considered location, T char loc, is greater than T char rds, could only 
be determined if additional local soil investigation is carried 
out. Basically, we are likely to find a more favorable local 
characteristic value, since in estimate based on the regional data 
we are bound to take into account the possibility that an 
unsampled location may be a "weak spot". However, the 
amount of improvement of characteristic strengths is uncertain 
on beforehand, so we can only speculate on the probability 
distribution of the actual local characteristic shear strength. In 
fact, this distribution also depends on the amount of local soil 

investigation, i.e. the number of tests on soil samples, obtained 
at the location. From this probability distribution we may 
establish probabilities Pm „ m being the number of tests, that the 
actual characteristic shear strength is greater than T req, and less 
than T rcq j.,, see section 4.3. Note that such characteristic shear 
strength would allow a safe berm of width Bj.

The outcome of the minimization problem is some optimal 
amount of soil tests m. We may solve the problem by 
calculating the cost function form=2, 3,4 etc., until a minimum 
is found. In case for ascending values of m, starting from m=2, 
the cost function is increasing, then local soil investigation to 
determine the characteristic strength, additional to the already 
available regional data, is likely to be not of any use.

4.3 Determination of Pm i

The caracteristic 5 percent lower bound estimate for the local 
mean shear strength from a regional data set can be evaluated 
with formula 1 as mentioned in section 3.

This relation is based upon the next model: The obtained value 
of the shear strength t  from a triaxial test is a point realisation 
of a regional stationary random field. The mean value of the 
total field is |J,T, the standard deviation is ctt . A local mean 
value is the average shear strength of a local subfield within the 
total field. The mean value of the local subfield is |_l t , the 
standard deviation is T -aT. Estimates for | XT and ctt are 

Tavg.rds and sT rds respectively.
If we perform some (m) tests at a local testsite, then the 

average shear strength of the local tests is an estimate for the 
mean value of the local subfield.

The variance (or the square of the standard deviation) of the 
shear strength of the local tests is a 2loc/m, where ct2|0C is the 
variance of point realisations of the local subfield. Generally 
this local variance will be smaller or equal to the variance of the 
total field <j t 2.

Finally the characteristic 5 percent lower bound estimate for 
the local mean shear strength from a regional data set can be 
evaluated with formula 2 as mentioned in section 3.
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As mentioned before T avgm is a realisation of the random 
variable ’average shear strength’ with mean value p.T and 

variance r 2(J2T.

So the probability that T char m is smaller then an arbitrary value 

t  yields:

<  T )

T  +

p  (T ,,m < T  ♦ ta"») = *  ( ' V" ”

J m

W r -, .  (7)
------ '0 .95  M 't

r  a.

Where § is the Gaussian standard distribution.

Finally we may establish the probabilitie Pmi, m being the 
number of tests, that the actual characteristic shear strength is 

greater than Treq, and less than Trcq l.,:

The results with the model so far were positive and a more 
general application of the model promises to have an 
economical effect on projects. The reliability of the absolute 
values obtained with the model will always be point for 
discussion. Anyhow the results on the left side of the optimum 
(figure 2) give a relative information about the profit that can 
be reach and will give the geotechnical engineer an indication 
about need and the volume of local investigation.
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Where we may choose estimates | XT = T avg rds and S|0C = ctt  = 
ST rds and select T = 0,5 (in conformity with the Dutch 
standards).

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The model is implemented in a computer programme. This 
computer programme has been used in the design stage of a
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Figure 2 Example of optimization of number of triaxial tests

River in The Netherlands to predict the amount of required 
laboratory tests to optimise the costs of soil investigation and 
dike construction. Figure 2 shows a example of the optimization 

of the number of triaxial test: a maximum of 45% reduction in 
cost can be expected with 245 tests. In reality 40 additional 
triaxial tests were performed, which means an expected 
reduction of 40%. The actually reduction in the design was 24%. 

This difference can partly be explained by the fact that the multi 
layered geotechnical profile had to schematized to an one layer 
system in the model. Nevertheless in this project a profit was 
reach of 1.5 million US-dollar by the reduction of the stability 

berm.
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